How to Adjust the Foam
Stack different combinations of foams
to create a comfortable and firm
backing for your tablet for a secure fit

Curved Stand for Desk or Wall
with Heavy Duty Universal Security Holder

View from Side of Stacking Foams

Top View

USER MANUAL
Stick on the appropriate foam backing so that your tablet can fit into the holder tightly
and secured. When the arms are closed, there is not movement or shifting of the
tablet. Test out the foam piece with your tablet before adhesing the foam to make
sure you used the right thickness.
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Adjusting Tablet Holder
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While holder is in ‘unlocked’ mode, extend the arms outwards until
tablet fits comfortable in place. Retract arms until they hold the tablet
firmly. Tablet holder can accommodate tablets in cases as well up to 1”
thick.

How to Cable Manage and Cable Route with the Holder

Instructions:
1. Installing Base & Holder Together
1. Take the base and align the
holes of the VESA component of
the base to that of the tablet
holder.
2. Using the provided tool, rotate
and screw in the (4) screws
(shown in red arrow) through the
two VESA components while
holding the (4) hex nuts from
behind with your hand. (Shown
with blue arrows)
3) Keep rotating until securely
tightened.

LEFT: Take the rubber security component, line it up with the holder arm that you wish to slide into. The component should line up to the cords that gets plugged into the tablet
With the holder arms extended, place the tablet into the center with the cord plugged in. Arrange and wrap the power cord of the tablet into the rubber security component. Push
inwards all arms of the holder until you have a secured and tight fit.
RIGHT: With the other end of the tablet cord, use the (2) clips on the corners of the holder (as shown) to help organize and manage the wire towards the back away from view.
Simple add a little pressure and clip the body of the cord into place in the clips.

Locking and Unlocking Holder

4) Screw in (4) nails into
surface to securely mount
in place. (Shown with orange
arrows)

*Surface top for demonstration purposes
and not included
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RIGHT: Push lever to be in unlock position. Turn key to pop out security button in
keyhole to allow for tablet holder arm adjustability. When tablet is placed and arms
tightly secured around tablet, push lever to lock position, then push down the button
in the keyhole to lock the arm grips in place.
LEFT: Illustrating what the popup button in the keyhole looks like.
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